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30   NARROW FRAMING 

 “We suffer more in imagination than in reality.” 

Seneca 

The term “narrow framing” was coined by Nobel 

Laureate Daniel Kahneman to describe the tendency 

for humans to treat choices one at a time, thereby 

resulting in flawed judgements.  While the notion of 

framing biases has been around since the ancient 

days, its application to economic theory is relatively 

new, and its importance to investing is growing as 

information availability and human connectivity 

increase.  

In a 1993 paper titled Timid Choices and Bold Forecasts:  

A Cognitive Perspective on Risk Taking, Kahneman and 
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Lovallo argued that, while people are generally risk 

averse, they tend to be more risk-seeking in the 

domain of losses than in the domain of gains.1  For 

instance, when offered a choice between a 50% chance 

to win $10,000 and a sure gain of $3,000, most people 

pick the sure thing; yet, when the choice is between a 

50% chance of losing $10,000 and a sure loss of $3,000, 

most will take the gamble.  The implication is that 

framing biases lead to decisions that are hard to 

justify on the basis of rationality. 

An article in Psychology Today titled Framing: Your 

Most Important and Least Recognized Daily Ment 

highlighted the importance of framing to our 

everyday lives.2  “There’s a battle going on in your 

life,” argues psychologist Noam Shpancer, “and it has 

major consequences for you – your health, your 

wealth, your feelings and behaviors – and yet you 

aren’t even aware of it, even though it’s happening 

mostly right inside your own brain.  It’s one of the 

fundamental struggles that define human existence: 

the framing battle.”  As behavioral finance research 

has confirmed, our minds react to the context in 

which something is embedded, not just the thing 

itself.  This is why we don’t “kill” sick dogs, but “put 

them to sleep;” why army commanders might 

instruct their troops to “improve their positions 

backwards” instead of “retreating;” and why 

portfolio managers often speak of “volatility” instead 

of “losses.”  Likewise, investors tend to prefer a 10% 

return on their investment in a country where 
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inflation is 12% than settle for a 5% return where 

inflation is near zero.    

In his 2015 book, Misbehaving, Richard Thaler 

describes how corporate managers systematically 

forego good opportunities because of narrow 

framing.3  “Each manager is loss averse,” he writes, 

“regarding any outcomes that will be attributed to 

him.  In an organizational setting, the natural feeling 

of loss aversion can be exacerbated by the systems of 

rewards and punishment.  In many companies, 

creating a large gain will lead to modest rewards, 

while creating an equal-sized loss will get you fired.”  

As a result of being considered individually instead 

of as part of a broader strategy, fewer projects are 

undertaken than should be.  One solution that Thaler 

proposes to this narrow framing problem is for 

companies to aggregate investments into a pool in 

which they can be evaluated as a portfolio, with 

managers being rewarded for the aggregate success 

of the package rather than the outcome of any single, 

risky project. 

Just as it can lead companies to underperform, 

narrow framing can compel investors to overtrade 

and underinvest.  In a 1997 experiment by Thaler, 

Kahneman, and Tversky, student subjects at Berkeley 

were asked to invest the capital of a university 

endowment.  Some subjects were given access to their 

results eight times per simulated calendar year, while 

others were only permitted to visit their results once a 
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year or once every five years.  As predicted by theory, 

those who saw their results with greater frequency 

tended to be more cautious and less able to escape the 

debilitating effects of narrow framing. 

In the 2010 book What Technology Wants, Kevin Kelly 

provides an example of how a broader view can be 

helpful in framing a subject as complex as the future 

of technology.4  “On the much smaller day-to-day 

scale,” he writes, “predicting the future of technology 

is impossible.  It’s too hard to filter out the random 

noise of commerce.  We will have better luck 

extrapolating historical trends that in some cases go 

back billions of years to see how they arc through 

technology today.  These trends are subtle, nudging 

technologies in a slow drift in one direction that may 

not even be visible in the blink of a year.”   

Kelly borrows from theologian James Carse in 

framing life in terms of finite and infinite games.  

“Finite games,” he explains, “are dramatic; think 

sports and war.”  Infinite games, on the other hand, 

continue endlessly with less drama.  Peace, he claims, 

is an infinite game.  “Peace is summoned all over the 

world because it births increasing opportunity and, 

unlike a finite game, contains infinite potential.”  The 

goal in an infinite game is to keep playing.  Kelly 

believes technology is an infinite game that will 

“populate the world with all conceivable ways of 

comprehending the infinite.” “Conflict, disaster, 

things unraveling,” Kelly observed in a July 2016 
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interview with Smithsonian.com, “are much more 

cinematic and make a better story than things 

working smoothly, which is basically boring. … We 

can imagine how things might go wrong, but it’s 

much more likely that things will go well.”   

In summary, frames exert a greater impact on us than 

we tend to realize.  The way we frame a problem can 

affect our ability to find a solution, just as the way we 

frame a portfolio can affect our willingness to bear 

necessary risk.  While its hazards are well known, the 

act of framing cannot be avoided.  As such, when 

searching for long-term compounding, the onus is on 

us to ensure that our frames are neither too few nor 

too narrow. 
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